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the search/

destination angling and scouting worldwide

Solid Adventures is a company offering fishing adventures to world class destinations. The company name ”Solid Adventures”, was
officially launched in 2011 but we have been running the operations and actual company since 1991 under the name ”Loop Adventures”. Today the company is run and managed by three key individuals, all coming from the sport and fly fishing industry. Christer
Sjöberg, founder of Loop Tackle Design, Rickard Sjöberg, previous Loop Tackle Design, and Stephan Dombaj, previous Loop Pro
Team and professional photograpger among other things. Since 2013 we are all working with Solid Adventures full time and are
moving from being a pure fly fishing destination company to one offering superior fishing adventures of all categories. In 2013 we
added ”Location GTX” to our product offerings and with many more opportu- nities and offerings in the pipeline we are looking to
increase the amount of destinations over the next few years. Solid Adventures destination guidelines are based on local interaction,
sustainable fishing operations while offering products worthy destination anglers.
Our destinations are all based on catch and release fishing, nursing local resurces for sustainable long term operations, and involving the local communities as much as possible. As guides, scouts and trailblazers with a long history of destination angling and
equally many hours on the water, we do know about the impact of tourism and human-caused change on a fragile ecosystem. From
a financial point of view, it is only logical to conserve and nurture the fishing resources that we have been given. As anglers we do
know though, that it’s much more than just a financial return of investment. It is our responsibility to leave nothing but footprints,
to guarantee that our future generations will be able to eyewitness the great outdoors as we do. Today, we run fly fishing camps all
over the globe whilst our team is spending an extensive amount of time to scout new areas to guarantee our clients an unforgetable experience.

the people/
behind solid adventures

Christer Sjöberg - Founder of Loop
Tackle Design and Solid Adventures.
Been in the sport fishing industry for
more than 35 years and was one of the
pioneers in opening up Russia to the
sport fishing world back in the early
1990’s. He was also one of the first offering fly fishing in Cuba and is one of
the more well known names in the fly
fishing world. A true adventurer and
innovator always looking for the next
big thing!

Richard Sjöberg - Born and raised
with a rod in his hand, being the
first son of Christer his path in life
was pretty much set since day one!
With a Marketing and Business degree from Bond University, Australia, Rick spent more than 10 years
working all departments at Loop
Tackle Design before deciding to
move over to Solid Adventures with
Christer and Stephan. Today works
the marketing and Brand side of the
business as well as being one of the
main scouts for Solid!

Stephan Dombaj Jr - Is a photographer, writer, and flyfisher extraordinaire
who has already fished and seen more
places in this world than most will in a
lifetime. Stephan, whose passion and
dedication for fishing is something out
of the ordinary have not only travelled
and fished the world but can also add
camp manager at Solid Adventures Las
Buitreras lodge, hundreds of articles
and photos published in world wide
fishing and fashion magazines, proteam member and co - rod designer for
Loop Tackle Design to his CV.

Las Buitreras
Patagonia,Argentina
The incomparable Rio Gallegos meanders more than 360km
through desolate pampa wastelands before if finally merges into
the raging atlantic ocean close to the straight of magellan. In it’s
ineffable beauty a journey worth itself, it becomes the cynosure
of dedicated fly anglers world wide as soon as the winter ice melts
to expose the rivers so sought after searun browntrout. While
their sheer size of up to 30lb+ leaves anglers and spectators alike
awestruck, it’s their raging temper beyond compare that feeds the
addiction of getting connected to these fish. Solid Adventures Las
Buitreras lodge is home to the most prolific beats on the Rio Gallegos, consisting of over 40 kms of both sides private water comprising over 50 named pools!
The Las Buitreras section of this stunning river is our own little
chrome treasure and once it grab holds of you it never lets go.
The fishing is exciting and varied with pools ranging from deep
stony runs to cut banks and streamy shingle flats. Relatively
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shallow, the river makes for easy wading, obviating the need
for fast sinking lines and creating an exciting and challenging
fishing environment. Fishing is mainly done using 7 or 8 weight
single hand rods or light double hand rods in weight 6, 7 or
8. Floating or slow intermediate lines are the most used and
efficient lines but it can be good to bring some sink tips as back
up. Long casting is not the focus but rather to control the fly
and always be ready. The takes are often violent and these fish
really puts on a show once they are hooked! It is this variety in
combination with the visually inspiring mountainous out crops,
that makes this part of the Rio Gallegos quite simply one of the
most spectacular stretches of fly fishing water in Patagonia.
Sometimes explosive, always challenging, fishing for sea trout
requires a level of skill, watercraft and understanding that can
frustrate the average salmon angler. However, armed with the
correct knowledge to unlock these secrets the fishing on the
Rio Gallegos can be immensely rewarding and highly addictive.
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THE BUITRERAS LODGE
Estancia Las Buitreras offers a perfect blend between luxury and
rustic atmosphere. The very comfortable estancia is located a 10
minute walk from the river offering a wind protected haven from
the wind plagued open plains of Patagonia. The 6 double and 2
single-bed rooms are all equipped with private bathrooms with
showers for your comfort and convenience. Although the lodge
can accommodate up to 14 guests at one time we only allow a
maximum of 12 fishermen per week. This way we can offer rested
pools for every guest every session all week. The lodge holds a wine
cellar with a fantastic selection from the Mendoza and San Juan
regions. It is also stocked with Isenbeck beer, a refreshing South
American lager. Outside there is a huge veranda, perfect for the
after fish beer or glass wine, a spacious courtyard that is protected
from the wind, and a large, fixed stone grill and terrace for assado’s
(barbeques). Beer and the high quality locally produced House wine
is included in the lodge rate but we also keep a wide selection of high
quality local wines not often available elsewhere at very reasonable
rates. Smoking is not allowed inside the lodge but having a cigar
on the veranda at night is perfectly fine and appreciated by many.
Evenings are often spent in the very spacious lounge area where
you will be served the beverage of your choice, along with food and
snacks while sharing todays and probably some old but gold fishing
episodes with your fellow guests. Wi-fi is available in the lodge 8
am to 6 pm every day.
Shop: The lodge has a small shop where we you can buy souvenirs
and premium quality fly fishing tackle like our Las Buitreras Sea
Trout Collection fly boxes – complete with a selection of flies
specifically chosen for Rio Gallegos, Solid Gear Wading Jackets with
a unique Las Buitreras print, and of course lines and leaders.
TACKLE & TECHNIQUE
Flies: When the water is stirred up by the wind or colored from
rain, tubes and larger flies work very well. In turbid water

conditions, we like bulky flies that “push” water. Tubes tied in the
“Temple Dog” style on plastic and/or brass in all colors and sizes
are good to have along. Conversely, as the water clears, smaller
flies are much more effective. Traditional sea trout and salmon
patterns are good and the locals also fish with a wide variety of
trout patterns such as bitch creek nymphs, yuk bugs, egg-sucking
leeches, wooly buggers and muddlers. Small nymphs are also
used regularly when the trout won´t take anything else. Doubles
are fine, but please leave the trebles at home. Most of the fishing
requires you to strip the fly.
There are also pools where sea trout can be taken by simply
swinging the fly as one would for Atlantic Salmon, but
generally speaking, these fish don´t favor the same types of
flies as salmon do. They lie in quieter seams and tails and the
motion imparted by stripping the fly produces some fantastic
“induced” takes. We like shooting heads because the maximum
effective fishing distance with each cast is much greater than
with that of a normal line. It´s nice to have a two-handed rod in
heavy wind, but most of the fishing can be accomplished with a
one-hander. It comes down to a matter of personal preference.
WF line weights #6-8 Float or Clear Intermediate heads (a line
built up like a shooting head) are the most popular depending
upon the size of the fly.
Rods: A single hand 9-10 foot rod in weight class #7-8 and a light
double hand rod in weight class#7-8 will have u covered for most
fishing. However you can easily go up or down a class depending or
personal preferences and weather conditions. Bring a 5 or 6 weight
single hand for some great brown trout action.
Lines: Floating and Intermediate lines is what we use 95% of the
time and will have you covered for most conditions.
Las Buitreras Lodge Records: Seatrout (Searun Browntrout) 14,1kg
- Browntrout (Resident): 5,5kg

LAS BUITRERAS
Season: December 29, 2015 - April 30, 2016
Season December 29 - March 26
Price: 2 rods/ beat with 1 guide: USD5.950/ rod and week from Rio Gallegos.
Price: 3 rods/ beat with 1 guide: USD4.950/ rod and week from Rio Gallegos.
Price: Non fishing guest: USD1.950/ week from Rio Gallegos.
Season March 26 - April 23
Price: 2 rods/ beat with 1 guide: USD4.650/ rod and week from Rio Gallegos.
Price: Non fishing guest: USD1.950/ week from Rio Gallegos
Season April 23 - April 30
Price: 2 rods/ beat with 1 guide: USD3.950/ rod and week from Rio Gallegos.
Price: Non fishing guest: USD1.950/ week from Rio Gallegos
Note:
The reduced price in April is because of the days being shorter than during high summer. We still fish 8-10 hours/ day. There is a strong fresh run
of fish coming up the river throughout the whole month making it one of the best months to catch those fresh chromers!
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Santa Cruz
Steelhead Lodge
Los Plateados
Patagonia, Argentina
The Santa Cruz river, located in the middle of the immeasurable
plains of Patagonia offers some of the last untapped steelhead
fishing on the planet!
Steelhead have often been credited as being one of -if not thehardest fighting migratory fish and the specimens in Santa Cruz
are no exception. Fish here can reach well over 20 lbs and will
put on a great aerial show really putting your gear to the test.
Chasing these fish is a profound experience and the magnificence of the river and landscape is truly spectacular.
The Santa Cruz river is one the biggest rivers of Argentina. Speyrods and Intruderflies are dominating your daily fishing routine
on the shallow banks of this majestic river. Fishing is done on
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wading base as Steelhead migrate along the banks and shallow
runs – it truely is a close quarters experience. Due to the size and
paricular glacier fed water color, St. Cruz Steelhead are physically constitued to strip you deep into your backing. Some of the
strongest and biggest fish of Patagonia swim upstream every year
to spawn. Los Plateados offer four different beats and over 30
named pools in our normal range of activity. Guests will rotate
among the different zones to fish the most productive pools and
runs. While all beats and pools are accessible by boat, the whole of
beat Nr 2 and a part of Nr 3, are also accessible by truck and only
a few minutes away from the cabin. Transportation will be done
in 5,2 mts Zodiacs Boats with 70hp engines and Pickup Trucks. All
vehicles approved for Tourism with passengers insurances.
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THE LODGE/ ACCOMMODATION
Los Plateados River Cabin is located 50 miles upstream from the
rivers estuary. Lodging is arranged for 4 anglers in double rooms.
Simple but comfortable the cabin has everything you need. Strategically situated right at the bank, overlooking some of the best
steelhead pools of the river, the cabin offers all comfort that one
could imagine after a day of fishing. Hot water always available
for showers. A generator supplies the electricity and the power
is 220 volt. Both breakfast and dinner will be served in the cabin,
prepared by an argentine chef will take care of the meals, where
some of Argentinas finest beef and lamb will be served along with
vegetables grown in our own greenhouse. Lunch is served by the
river side to get the most of the fishing day. After a day of fishing
you get back to the cabin where the warmth of the fireplace and a
glass of wine will be waiting. If you are missing any tackle or equipment we have a well assorted fly shop in the cabin as well. There is a
satellite telephone in the lodge for outgoing phone calls if needed.
TACKLE & TECHNIQUE
We suggest you bring double handed rods. In case you want to

learn to Speycast or improve your technique all our guides are
keen instructors. Fly rods in 8 and/or 9 wt. Skagit lines with assortment of tips for the different types of water. Also fast sinking
shooting heads for the faster runs. Flies in black, blue, fuchsia,
red, etc make great contrast with this milky glacier water. Regular
winter steelhead patterns do the job just fine! Assorted sizes. i.e.
Intruders, Articulated leeches, etc. Technique: Fish slow while working your way downstream along these massive runs and pools.
Guides will provide you of all the information you might need.
Swinging flies works very well but don’t hesitate in striping as it
can trigger some of these fierce Steelhead. Flies, flylines, leader
and tackle available at our flyshop at the cabin.
SUGGESTIONS
Lines: 550-725 Grain Skagit Heads (RIO Skagit Max, RIO I-Flight
with Mow Tips, Vision Ace Skagit, Airflo Tactical Skagit) with a
selection of tips
15ft. of T10,T14 and T17.
Leader/Tippet: 15-20lb Tippet Material (Hatch Fluorocarbon, RIO
Fluoroflex, Seaguar)

SANTA CRUZ STEELHEAD LODGE / 4 RODS / STARTS 12 MARCH – FINISH 7 MAY
PRICES
PRICE: FULL WEEK 4.550USD / DOUBLE BED / 1 GUIDE 2 ANGLERS
PRICE: HALF WEEK 2.730USD / DOUBLE BED / 1 GUIDE 2 ANGLER
HOTEL AND FOOD DURING TRAVEL IS NOT INCLUDED
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Glacier King
Patagonia,Argentina
Embedded into the most picturesque scenery that Andean Patagonia and the Glaciers National Park “Los Glaciares” has to offer,
Solid Adventures has been granted access to the sacred headwaters of the mighty Caterina river to fish for the only yet known
run of illusive King Salmon on the Atlantic side. Whereas the
sporting virtues of this area are world re-known, the King salmon
Run on the Atlantic Side is truly off the beaten track; a fishery that
is known to a very few selected people.
“Known for their amazing runs and strength beyond compare,
King Salmon are widely considered to be a spey fishermen`s ultimate desire – we have found them in a crystal clear river, up to
60lb…”
Old ice formations, eroded rocky cliffs and native woods are the
perfect surrounding for the most spectacular King salmon fishing
in Argentina. You will be accommodated in a lodge that is au
pair with the finest lodging and dinning premises in the world of
adventure travelling and angling – Estancia Cristina, located right
at the river mouth of Caterina River.
Solid Adventures has the exclusive rights for the Prime Time Season. With more than 6 years scouting and fishing this place we
highly recommend to share this unique experience with Us.
From the end of December til mid April, Chinook/King salmon
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are running up the river in very good numbers. The run usually peaks February till Mid March, both numbers and sizes are
sheer unbelievable. Often you will see the schools of fish in the
deep runs and on some occasions you will be able to see the fish
coming for your fly. From March on they accumulate in bigger
numbers and some of them are already becoming darker as the
spawning season is about to start (late March). They become
very aggressive and the fishing is done all over the river with intermediate sinking lines, and even floating lines with big dries.
During the end of the season, most of fish are copper colored
but silver fish still run up the system. Big fish in a mid size river is
an explosive combination. Even though our scouts have reported some fish up to 17kg on skated Bombers and single handed
rods, spey rods, Skagit lines and short speyrods/switchrods and
Intruder flies dominate the fishing. Caterina river is 8 miles long
and it drains from a high plateau lagoon called Anita Lake into
Argentina’s biggest freshwater lake, Argentino Lake. Fishing
normally begins at 8:30 am after a typical patagonic breakfast
in the lodge. We drive 20 minutes to the mid-section of the river
and decide the strategy for the day. If we stay fishing for the
whole day without returning to the lodge, a snack is prepared
by the chef and we have lunch by the river. The option of getting back to the lodge and enjoy a gourmet lunch is available
every day.
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ACCOMMODATION
The lodge is located in the mid section of the Argentinian stretch
of Parana River, a 90 minutes flight from the city of Buenos Aires,
capital of Argentina. There are several towns nearby offering good
health care amenities and back up shopping if needed. The lodge
itself is designed as a classic northern Argentina fishing lodge and
can accommodate 8 anglers at one time offering single and double
rooms. It also offers internet connection, mobile phone signal and
satellite TV. If fishing is not enough the lodge has a pool table in the
lounge area to be used at any time.

TACKLE & TECHNIQUE
We recommend saltwater rods and set-ups in the 8 to 9 weight
range. Tropical lines for warm water are a must and we fish
floating lines only. The flies are big and bulky to push water
and attract these predators. Cast and deploy, seek and destroy.
Short belly saltwater lines are just downright perfect for this
task. The task is: Strip it back to the rear taper, lift, drift and
shoot it out. It’s all about speed and precision within medium
casting range so no long casting skills needed.

GLACIER KING
Solid Adventures Prime Season: 14 February - 16 March
PRICES
Price: Full week 5.950USD / Double room / 1 Guide 3 angler
Price: Full week 3.570USD / Double room / 1 Guide 3 angler
Price: Non Fishing Full Week 4465USD
Price: Non Fishing Half Week 2675USD
Extra: Single Bed: 100USD per night.
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The Route of the
Spring Creeks
Patagonia,Argentina
THE ROUTE OF THE SPRING CREEKS
Carefully chosen, these three estancias are the best combination
of great fishing in unique patagonian landscapes. Fishing brooks
and browns with light tackle and the chance of hooking good
size fish over three kilos. The estancias hosts are the owners, who
work there and know better than anyone the hidden secrets of
each place. In each estancia you will fish inside private property
and the beats are very close to the homesteads. The wildlife is very
prolific, such as guanacos, rheas, foxes, hares and all kinds of birds.
This program is exclusive for two fisherman every week!
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We are proud to announce that we have one of the best brook
trout programs of Patagonia. Considering that there are few
places in the world where you have the chance of hooking a
3 kilo brook with a #4 rod, combined with technical and fine
brown trout fishing. Fishing spring creeks in southern Patagonia demands all kind of techniques and abilities that will
constantly challenge you. On a regular day in these creeks
you can hook 20 or more fishes. All the fishing is done inside
private property.
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LODGING
You will be part of our homes and will share our rural life
and traditions. We believe that the true Patagonia is known
through the people that live, work and love this place. The
houses keep the original style from the beginning of the 18th
century. “These are no lodges, these are authentic estancias”,
one of the treasures of South Patagonia. There are shared and
private rooms along the estancias.
Meat, vegetables, jams produced naturally. Lamb and steaks
the gaucho way. From the earth to your table. This is the food
you cannot miss in order to know our traditions. Our typical
recipes are a means of understanding the evolution of farming
in Patagonia.
Achaval Ferrer is our exclusive winery for the most discerning
fishermen. This is definitively one the most highly ranked wineries in Argentina.

TACKLE & TECHNIQUE
All four rivers in this route can be fish with a #4 weight tackle.
Floating line in a shooting head format is the best for cutting
the wind. Casting in spring creeks demand some presition,
short and long casts and also working with the wind “he is
your friend”. Its very important to count with some sinking
polyleaders for bigger pools. You should bring dry flies such
as Chernobyl ants, small mouse patterns and some elk caddis.
Nymphs like hare hare, coper jones, stone flies for selective fishes and the most important on your fly box black streamers
with bead heads such as woolly buggers, zonkers. Big brooks
are usually in deeper pools. You must consider that every day
you are going to have the chance of fighting with a fish that
can exceed 2 kilos and reach 3 kilos. Waders are only used when
the wind is hard, to allow you to cross the creeks for a better
position. Most of the fishing without them.

THE ROUTE OF THE SPRING CREEKS
Season: November - February
PRICES
4 days fishing / Double base 2.395USD / Single base 2.995USD / 1 estancia
5 days fishing / Double base 2.995USD / Single base 3.595USD / 2 estancias
6 days fishing / Double base 3.395USD / Single base 4.295USD / 3 estancias
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Los Roques
Venezuela
The weather and the lack of crowds make this destination among the best bonefishing waters in the world
El Parque Nacional Archipelago Los Roques is bonefishing paradise. The weather, the local people, and the lack of crowds make
this national park among the best bonefishing destinations in
the world. Experienced anglers can usually land and release ten
or more bonefish in a single day. Most Los Roques bonefish, or
“pez ratón” as the locals call them, average three to six pounds,
although anglers can expect shots at larger fish in the double-digit range! The majority of the flats in the archipelago have hard
bottoms, which make the area perfect for wading; much of the
fishing in these areas is done on foot. Since many of the areas in
the archipelago are either closed or carefully regulated as part of
the national park, many of the area flats rarely see fishermen or
flies. Each day on Los Roques you will have the option of fishing
a variety of different areas. You can choose to wade the large
classic-style bonefish flats, the area‘s famous pancake flats, or
miles of white sand beaches, where large bonefish coral schools
of minnows and baitfish, eating with a reckless abandon seldom
associated with bonefish!
Los Roques is truly a year round fishery. Lying the furthest south
of any Caribbean destination, the island group is unaffected by
the hurricanes which blow between August and October, curtailing the season further north. A great attraction of Los Roques is
that the flats provide a wealth of opportunity for wading and
stalking bonefish, the ultimate challenge in clear water. Nursery
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tarpon are ever present in the many channels and in the shadows
of the mangrove roots systems which offer protection from larger predators. The larger fish tend to be taken in deeper water,
primarily in the cooler months of the year between October and
March. Permit are increasingly caught on the flats and protection of the marine ecosystem leads to an increase in the numbers
of fish landed. Here there is a real chance of landing a grand slam
in every month.
With good numbers of bonefish found and a wide range of
other species to go for, with firm sandy flats on which wading
is positively encouraged, coupled with the ability to fish here
in every month of the year, Los Roques is a fishery that should
be considered by any and every saltwater angler.
The waters over the surrounding coral gardens are crystal clear, providing fantastic snorkeling and scuba diving opportunities.
Los Roques is not only a fishery but also is home to several PADI
certified dive shops, which can arrange superb diving for both
the beginner and the expert. Several wreck dives and a wonderful array of coral reefs offer a wonderfully colourful diving
experience that has to be seen to be believed. Snorkelling is also
excellent and the family friendly beaches are clean and unspoilt,
offering a day of undiluted relaxation. First and foremost a destination for the serious saltwater angler, it also offers non fishing
guests the chance for a fantastic holiday in great comfort.
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ACCOMMODATION
Accommodations are at Beachfront Natura Viva Lodge, which
is located within the village of Los Roques on the island of
Gran Roque. Anglers stay in tasteful double and single occupancy guestrooms, each with a ceiling fan, air conditioner and
a private bath. The lodge is very tasteful and appropriate for
non-anglers as well. Serves wonderful four course dinners that
showcase the region’s fresh seafood and there is a great roof
top sitting area for enjoying the evening breeze.
TACKLE & TECHNIQUE
Rods: Bonefish rod of your choice in line weight #6-8. Also bring
a Permit rod in line weight #9-10. This rod can also be used for
Baby and mid size Tarpon (up to 120 lb), Snook and casting
poppers for Jack, Barracuda, Triggers and Parrots.
Lines: A tropical WF floating line matching your Bonefish rod and
a Tropical WF floating line matching your Permit and Tarpon rod.
FLIES
Bonefish: Bonefish flies should be light and preferably with

a weed guard for fishing the pancakes. Famous patterns such
as the Clouser Minow, Crazy Charlie, Bonefish Special, Gotcha,
Mini-Puff, Christmas Island Special and small crabs tied on
hooks #4 or #6, sand and light-brown (unweighted eyes). The
“Gummy Minnow” is a killer in Los Roques and you don’t come
here without a good stash of these.
Permit: Crabs in various shapes and sizes. Rag Head Crab,
Brown Special, Velcro Crab and Del´s Merkin tied on hooks
#2 and #4 are the standard recommendations for Los Roques.
Tarpon: Our favorite the tarpon toad in various colors and
sizes, as well as the classics Black Death and various bunny
streamers. Big size Gummy Minnows are also popular among
the local Tarpon inhabitants
Snook: Deceiver patterns, Streamers, Tarpon Toads, and Poppers.
For more information on Los Roques, the area, the fishing, and keys
to success please visit our website
www.solidadventures.com/ los-roques-venezuela

VENEZUELA | LOS ROQUES
Season: 12 months
PRICES
6 days / 7 nights / USD4.250 / double skiff / double room
6 days / 7 nights / USD5.355 / single skiff / single room
Non fishing 7 nights / USD2.475 / double room
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Location GTX
Indonesia
LOCATION GTX – THE LAST FRONTIER
GTX stands for Giant Trevally Exploration. On madness bordering dedication stands strong behind the concept that unites
pristine virgin waters and the possibility to scout them all with
convenient logistics and a genuine cultural experience. Have
you ever asked yourself what it was like fishing some world
famous fisheries before the big hype set in? GTX is your chance.
One of the world’s healthiest marine ecosystems, virtually untouched from recreational and commercial interests other than
diving, is the stage for our Liveaboard Program located in West
Papua/Indonesia. The beauty of the area known as Raya Ampat
(The three kings) or the Coral Triangle is beyond compare, truly
an unreal setting for Spin- and Fly anglers alike.
FISHING
Most of the fishing we do is spin fishing for Giant Trevally, casting
poppers and stickbaits from smaller boats covering reefs and tur-
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bulent water sections. Expect bycatches in the form of Snapper,
Grouper and Spanish Mackerel during this fishing with the occasional shot at Napoleon Wrassie and Humphead Parrotfish.
Depending on the conditions and our exact whereabouts we can
also do the following types of fishing:
• Fishing from smaller boats, fly, spin, popper, whatever you prefer
• Jigging from the mother ship for Dogtooth Tuna, GT and more
• Wading flats for GT, Bluefin Trevallies, Napoleon Wrassie,
Humphead Parrotfish, Bonefish and more.
• We do have trolling equipment on board for Sailfish and Marlin
but you can also drag a fly or lure behind the mother ship during
transport or from the dinghies to catch Mahi Mahi, Wahoo and
Spanish Mackerel
For groups booking the boat we can tailor the experience
towards your preference of fishing.
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ACCOMMODATION
Location GTX is a Liveaboard operation and you will stay on
our boat ”The Flying Condor” during the trip. The Boat has 7
single beds,
2 western style water toilets, and aircondition.
All meals, water, soft drinks and snacks are included in the package. Beer is available for purchase at a very reasonable price
TACKLE & TECHNIQUE
Guests are responsible for bringing their own equipment or
pre-booking their own rentals. We recommend to bring gear
that can hold up for GT, Snapper, Tuna, and such bigger fish
but also something lighter for Bonitos and more.
Spin fishing: Specific GT rods and reels are definitiley to prefer. Below are some basic tackle guidelines and recommendations.
Popping: 7,9 – 8,4 ft. long rods in PE8/10 are perfect for the
task. Most of the time we’ll be casting Poppers between 130
and 150 gramms and Stickbaits between 100-180grams .
Fly Fishing: Bring a #12+ weight and #7 weight combo and
you will cover the basics such as GT’s and Bonefish. For detailed tackle recommendations, please ask for our tackle list
info sheet.

Jigging: Short rods that can cover a range between 150 and
300 gramms comfortably. PE 5-6 and you are on the safe side.
Lines/Shockers:
Popping: PE-6-10 depending on the rod. We recommend Sunline Monster Battle PE 8, Varivas Avani GT or something equal.
Jigging: Varivas Tuna PE 5-6 or Sunline Jigging Master PE5-6
Shocker: Prosele Nanodax 130-170lb or something equal
Hooks
Trebles: Gamakatsu GT Recorder between 4/0 and 7/0 or Owner
ST77 4X between 3/0 and 5/0
Single: Spinoza or Kudaku between 3/0 and 9/0 for both Jigging and Popping
Terminals: 4/0 Swivels and Splitrings between 250lb and 300lb
Additional Gear: The abundance of other game fish are
demanding a range of tackle from light spinning to heavy
trolling. We recommend to bring some light spinning gear
for tuna, snappers and groupers. A size 4000 reels and a ”pike-spinning-rod”will do.
For detailed tackle recommendations, please ask for our tackle list info sheet

LOCATION GTX - RAJA AMPAT
Season: Spring - Autumnn
PRICES

All Inclusive 8 day liveaboard fishing trip
Flights and Hotel Not included.
Price 3.990USD from Sorong
Max. 7 guests on the boat. Tackle available for rental / pre-bookings only
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Rio Parana
Argentina
Close to the Paraguayan border one will find himself surrounded
by Toucans, Monkeys, Crocodiles and a magnificent jungle while
floating down the river and continuously covering submerged logs
and structure close to the bank. At a given time, in the right spot,
a ferocious gold bar will rip the fly line out of your hand and ring
the bell for a violent fight on a lightweight flyrod. Acrobatic jumps,
heavy deep pumps and blistering runs…they offer the vast portfolio of dirty tricks to get rid off the fly. But it’s not only the Golden Dorado that is worth coming here. Besides the beautiful and rugged
countryside of north Argentina, river Parana holds plenty of Pira
Pita, Pacu, Tararira and Piranha that will show no mercy or restrains
to tear the last piece of thread off the hook. This action packed
adventure demands full attention at any time. Every single landmark or piece of structure holds fish which means trouble. With an
average of 15 landed fish per rod/ per day and a fair chance to hook
into 15- 25lb fish every session one will enjoy and appreciate the
little siesta break at noon even more. 80 to100 contacts are pretty
normal when the Rio Parana is considered to be on fire. This fast
pace fishing will have you hooking a lot of fish but they will not be
tamed easily and loosing fish mid air is part of the game!
On a normal day an angler will move and have contact with a vast
amount of fish, sometimes up to a hundred. During normal circumstances an average fisherman can expect to land approximately 10
Golden Dorados per session, with at least one tipping the scale at
15 lbs+.
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Even though Golden Dorado will count for most of the strikes
and is our main target there are a large variety of other fish
like the Pirá Pitá, Pacu, Tararira and Piranha attacking the flies
at any given time.
The English speaking guides will take you among this huge
river to the most productive spots. The day is divided into
two sessions to avoid the heat at noon, with a morning session from 6 to 11AM and afternoon session that starts around
4PM till sunset. Most of the fishing is done from the boats. All
boats are very well equipped and have room enough to have
both anglers fishing at the same time. They also have small
electric engines for controlling the drift along the banks. The
guides take you up and down river, looking for areas close to
the banks where trees or branches come out from the water,
breaking the current. The Golden Dorados hold and feed there. The way we fish is that we drift with the electric engines
parallel to the bank, 15-20 meters away, trying to get your fly
as close to the bank as possible, aiming for branches, logs and
any kind of structure. Once your fly hits the surface you make
3 or 4 fast strips and if you don’t have an attack you strip in
and cast again on a new target. This is the most dynamic fishing followed by the most aggressive takes and involves a lot
of precision casting on the move. The best part is that if you
miss your target you get a new chance almost immediately
over and over again!
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ACCOMMODATION
The lodge is located in the mid section of the Argentinian stretch
of Parana River, a 90 minutes flight from the city of Buenos Aires,
capital of Argentina. There are several towns nearby offering good
health care amenities and back up shopping if needed. The lodge
itself is designed as a classic northern Argentina fishing lodge and
can accommodate 8 anglers at one time offering single and double
rooms. It also offers internet connection, mobile phone signal and
satellite TV. If fishing is not enough the lodge has a pool table in the
lounge area to be used at any time.

TACKLE & TECHNIQUE
We recommend saltwater rods and set-ups in the 8 to 9 weight
range. Tropical lines for warm water are a must and we fish
floating lines only. The flies are big and bulky to push water
and attract these predators. Cast and deploy, seek and destroy.
Short belly saltwater lines are just downright perfect for this
task. The task is: Strip it back to the rear taper, lift, drift and
shoot it out. It’s all about speed and precision within medium
casting range so no long casting skills needed.

DORADO PARANA RIVER
Season: January - April and October
PRICES
Full week, 6 fishing days
Price: Double skiff / Double room / 6 fishing days \ 7nights USD4.500 per person.
Price: Single skiff / Single room / 6 fishing days \ 7nights USD6.750 per person.
Half week - First Half , 3 fishing days
Price: Double skiff / Double room / 3 fishing days \ 3 nights USD2.400 per person.
Price: Single skiff / Single room / 3 fishing days \ 3 nights USD3.600 per person.
Half week - Second Half , 3 fishing days
Price: Double skiff / Double room / 3 fishing days \ 4 nights USD2.500 per person.
Price: Single skiff / Single room / 3 fishing days \ 4 nights USD3.700 per person.
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Jungle Tarpon
Costa Rica
QUEST OF THE JUNGLE TARPON!
Many fascinating species of fish inhabit the world’s tropical freshwaters, and Costa Rica is no exception. For a fly fisherman seeking
diverse new species or angling situations nothing is more exciting
then floating down a new piece of water surrounded in unfamiliar
vegetation and scenery, serenaded by eerie sounds drifting out of
the forest, and casting unusual flies to exotic fish one has never seen
before. Northern Costa Rica is a land of lost waters and unique fly
angling opportunities, and we are excited to offer you the chance
to have an encounter with the exotic.
While really big tarpon can be caught in many places around the
world, the fish inhabiting the inland rivers of this northern region
are quite extraordinary. Growing to epic proportions, it’s not unusual to see schools of hunting fish well into the triple digits. This is
without a doubt one of the world’s finest fly-fishing trophy tarpon
destinations, and one that has managed to stay just below the radar
resulting in large and aggressive tarpon who aren´t afraid to charge
and inhale a fly.
The fishery consists of a vast system of freshwater rivers, creeks, and
flooded lagoons surrounded in verdant rainforest and swampland.
The tarpon have journeyed from the Caribbean some 300+ inland
miles to reach these hunting grounds. At the time of the tarpon’s arrival, seasonal rains flood the immense lagoons to create an inland
sea surrounded by volcanoes and rife with other primeval creatures
like tropical garfish, sawfish, and freshwater bull sharks. This collec-
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tion of archaic predators explosively feed on the many species of
baitfish flushed into the lagoons by the heavy annual deluge, much
to the delight of adventurous anglers. From their time in the tannin-stained freshwater the tarpon have lost their silvery hue and are
very dark in color. Battling these beasts confined by the river’s lush
banks is at once an explosive and awe inspiring experience. If you
need a breather from throwing large streamers on your 12-weight
outfit, the area brims with monkeys, wading birds, spectacled caiman, and other interesting rainforest creatures.
FISHING
Anglers can expect to fish from simple but efficient river pangas,
with 2 anglers per boat taking turns on the bow. Since the environment is quite dynamic, fishing situations are also varied, ranging
from sight casting at tarpon hunting or waking in shallow lagoons
and creeks, waiting for tarpon to roll or break bait on the surface
before presenting a fly, and blind casting in likely areas. There are
even times when tarpon congregate at the mouth of one of the
jungle’s many creeks and line up in feeding lanes like giant trout
in an explosive feeding display one has to see to truly believe. As in
most tarpon fishing worldwide, knowledge of distance casting and
accurate presentation is a major asset, but due to the intimate jungle environment anglers can often get much closer to their quarry
than in other global fisheries, making this a unique place to hone
one’s skills. Overall, anglers can expect many shots at fish ranging
from 60 to well over 200 pounds each day as the tarpon here are
active feeding fish with very little exposure to fishing pressure.
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LODGING
Even though this is a fishery in the midst of lush jungle, the lodging is simple yet comfortable local family-owned cabinas with a
fruit-tree covered lawn leading directly to a dock from which each
day’s adventure begins. The town is little but a ranching settlement
in the middle of the nature reserve, but there are several diverse
eating options to be sampled over the course of the week, and
anglers will have no shortage of interesting local dishes and cold
beverages to enjoy after their days stalking tarpon. .
TACKLE & TECHNIQUE
The tarpon are very large (100-200 lbs) and require 12 weights. Floating lines work best in most scenarios as we hunt the tarpon across
the flooded delta, but interchangeable sink tips or fast sinking lines
can also be very useful if tarpon are in some of the river’s deeper
pools or as the day heats up. Having one of each rigged onboard is

preferred so that each fishing scenario can be efficiently handled.
On some windless hot days, tarpon sun themselves on the surface
of the glassy lagoons. In these conditions canoes can be a great way
to stalk the fish and delicately present a fly, and slightly lighter 10
weight floating rods/lines can be a great tool to have. Leaders are
pretty standard tapered with shock tippet to 80-100 lbs.
The tarpon feed mostly on various types of minnows and other
small-medium baitfish, so large 3-6 inch deceivers and variants of
deceivers are highly recommended. The river is stained a reddish
orange from tannins in the water, so colors that produce either
match this coloration (orange, red, yellow) or stand out against it
(black, white), preferably in combination (orange/black/white, red/
black/white, yellow/chartreuse, etc). Weighted flies are recommended to break the water surface quickly, and spun deer hair heads
helps flies push the maximum amount of water.

JUNGLE TARPON, COSTA RICA
Season: July 30, 2016 – December 11 , 2016. Program runs every second week for a total of 10 weeks!
PRICES
Price: 4990 USD / Double room / Double skiff
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Scouting
and Explorations
Our portfolio of global prime destinations is the effort of countless
of hours of scouting. Whilst the here presented lodges are operational and regarded as evergreens, we cannot help but to strive
out and explore in search for the next ultimate angling adventure.
Providing destination anglers world wide the best possible fishing
and lodging experience is our endeavor, pioneering pristine places our soul. This search has brought us to some of the most unique and remote fishing grounds one can possibly imagine. Closer
than one might think or half way around the globe, our scouting
team is a busy pack. Upon request, we do offer very limited op-
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portunities for like minded adventurers or individual groups to
follow us to the wildest frontiers there are. Often limited due to
logistics or access, our team manages all these hurdles so can focus
on what really matters, the untamed fly fishing experience in a
yet pristine environment. May it be the chase of a world record
Bonefish on the elusive flats of New Caledonia, reef-explorations
in the indian ocean or the dryfly fishing for trout in an undisclosed
area somewhere in the Tundra.
For further information, get in touch with us or check
www.solidadventures.com
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Bookings & Enquiries
Please contact us directly or the agent of your location listed below
for further information and complete itineraries.
Solid Adventures Direct / Tel.: +46 (0)761 66 26 29 / info@solidadventures.com
Argentina, Brazil, Chile: Tres Amigos Outfitters / travel@tresamigosoutfitters.com
Germany / Austria: Austrian Outdoor / office@aos.cc
Germany : International Flyfishers Club, Manfred Raguse / raguse@internationalflyfishersclub.com
France: Planet Flyfishing / olivier@planetflyfishing.com
GB: Wherewisemenfish / justin@wherewisemenfish.com
GB: Sportquest / peter@sportquestholidays.com
Poland, Baltic States, Russia: Destinata / mariusbutkevicius@icloud.com
Spain: Club salmon 2000 / carlesvg@salmon2000.com
USA: Flywater Travel / ken@flywatertravel.com
Canada: La boite à Mouche / sylvaingagnon21@gmail.com
Japan: Ebi Trout & King / ebi@troutandking.com
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